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The implementing of boards system for state-owned companies is a hot topic 
for both theoreticians and entrepreneurs. Especially, how to construct boards system 
for large state-owned defense enterprises, for they refer to such key points as 
monopoly and military industry, is still a big question. Pilot construction of boards 
system for large state-owned defense enterprises involves the syncretism of both 
party organization and modern entrepreneur system. I try to find news methods for 
the question in the deployment of pilot construction of board system for AVIC. 
The research emphases fall on such words as party organization, SASAC, and 
large defense enterprises group. In this paper, I probe into the question how to 
construct and consummate modern enterprise system for large state-owned 
enterprises group. By summarizing and using boards system of lager foreign 
enterprises group as referrals, I bring forward a material scheme which is suitable for 
construction of board system of larger state-owned enterprises. 
In this paper, I advance a blue print of construction of board system for lager 
state-owned enterprises. By different point of view such as structure of the boards, 
configuration of the boards and the operating process of the boards, I deeply analyze 
the question and get a solution. 
In a creative way, I bring forward to set up an administrative committee in the 
boards, so as to realize the perfect syncretism of party organization with governance 
structure in modern enterprise system and to ensure that political nucleus of party 
organization and decision-making center of the boards can be combined. 
In the analysis of stakeholders for AVIC, I take into account such limiting 
factors as share-holder and government, and research their effects on the 
construction of board system for AVIC. 
The construction of boards is a dynamic process. Some factors as the change of 
exterior circumstance will affect the structure, the configuration, and the operating 
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process of the boards. In this paper, the blue print will strengthen the administration 
of strategic industries, and be propitious to exalt the governance, advance the 
decision-making efficiency, and lowing the risk.  
By analyzing how to construct an independent, high efficient and Chinese 
characteristic board system, I try to discuss the question which expedites the 
construction of modern enterprise system. I hope that it could be a new way to  
construct boards system and reform for defense industries. 
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